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What is Artificial Intelligence?
• Most “definitions” are hopelessly circular:
• ”Field of study which tries to make computers smart”
• “Theory and development of computer systems able to perform tasks that require
intelligence.”
• The UNESCO Recommendation defines “AI systems as technological systems which have
the capacity to process information in a way that resembles intelligent behaviour, and
typically includes aspects of reasoning, learning, perception, prediction, planning or
control. “
• There is no single general purpose artificial intelligence, there are numerous different
technologies developed by people working in this field of science
• Artificial: AI systems are computer programs or machines, artefacts/technology built by
people (for the people).
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Fallacies of AI
• ”machines mimicking human cognition.”
• “simulation of human intelligence processed by
machines, especially computer systems.”
• Animals can be pretty smart too!

• deep neural networks “think deep” or work like brains
• Singularity/super-intelligence/terminators lead to end
of humankind
• AIs are going to become conscious thinking machines
that can be treated as legal entities
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Why is AI so successful?
Recent AI breakthroughs made possible by:
• Increased computing capacity (GPU etc.)
• Larger data sets (ImageNet, web-scale text data etc.)
• Some algorithmic improvements (especially in deep
neural networks)
• “lowering the bar” and focusing on clever
applications of “narrow AI” (e.g. not translating
novels, but food menus or tweets)
• Easy-to-use software, backed up by web-scale
companies (PyTorch,TensorFlow etc.)
But present-day AI solutions still work well only in a very small
subset of simple domains with an abundance of data
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What is FCAI?
● Finnish Center for Artificial Intelligence

FCAI aims to create new types of AI,
which can operate with humans in the
complex world, and to renew the Finnish
industry and society with this Real AI

● FCAI is a community of experts that

brings together top talents in academia,
industry and public sector to solve reallife problems using the Real AI

● Currently, about 60 AI professors with

their groups and dozens of other leading
researchers actively progress the FCAI
research and impact agenda.
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FCAI slogan
Real AI for Real People in the Real World
Focalizing world-class AI research in
Finland

● International hub supporting
Finland’s national AI program
● Initiated by Aalto University,
University of Helsinki and VTT
Technical Research Centre of
Finland (VTT)
● Academy of Finland research and
impact flagship for 2019-2026,
volume 250 M€
● The flagship instrument supports
high-quality research and aims at
increasing the societal impact
emerging from the top-level
research.
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FCAI impact agenda
FCAI promotes the Real AI that benefits society and industry, and helps solve the real-life
problems of real people
● Scientific impact: The AI research output of FCAI is on par with
global top-20 universities; positive impact is maximized by
working together with leading experts from diverse disciplines
(AI and X)

● Educational impact: FCAI increases the competence of both
the workforce and the general public

● Economic impact: FCAI accelerates the renewal of existing
businesses and creates new ones

● Societal impact: FCAI supports the transformation of society
through effective and ethically responsible application of AI
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FCAI mission

Real AI for Real People in the Real World
REAL AI

REAL PEOPLE

REAL WORLD

Real AI solutions will
bring AI systems
closer to human
cognition.

Real People will use AIs as
companions and
assistants – and AIs need
guidance from people.

We do not attempt to
replicate human
cognition but provide
ambitious and realistic
technical solutions.

AIs we create can interact
with humans in ways that
are understandable,
trustworthy, and ethically
applied.

For AIs to be able to
perform efficiently in
the Real World, they
need to work with
scarce data and in
situations where
large, labeled training
data sets are rare.
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FCAI scientific objectives
Present-day AI solutions work well only in a very small subset
of simple domains
● New AI tools needed to overcome the key shortcomings of
current AI systems
● To create the Real AI, FCAI has set up three grand scientific
objectives:
●

DATA EFFICIENCY

TRUST & ETHICS
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UNDERSTANDABILITY &
INTERACTION
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Making FCAI research agenda a reality
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FCAI research and impact actions
AI can help tackle the
COVID-19 outbreak

READ MORE →

Designing AI that
understands humans’
goals better

READ MORE →

Predictive models pave the way
for better vaccines and
vaccination programs

FCAI researchers
advance applications of
interactive AI

READ MORE →

READ MORE →

Everyone has their secrets
– machine learning needs
to respect privacy

Building a computer that
'sees' the real world
much better than the
current methods do

READ MORE →

READ MORE →
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FCAI research and impact actions
Machine learning
deployment is underway in
the global plant
breeding industry
READ MORE →

Trustworthy practices for
utilising Finnish health,
social, and welfare
data
READ MORE →

Revolutionizing
hyperspectral imaging

AI method that helps
with the placement of
teeth implants

READ MORE →

READ MORE →

AIX Forum: aiming to find
novel opportunities for
high-impact AI
applications

Finland continues its quest
to teach 1 % of the world
the basics of AI

READ MORE →

READ MORE →
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